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of the hearings.He was the youngest person ever elected to

In case after case, decisive evidence of rampant DOJ

the Pennsylvania state legislature, and, during 24 years of

corruption, prosecutorial misconduct, withholding of excul

distinguished public service, was a national leader, and one

patory evidence, and conscious perjury and fraud upon the

of the pioneers, in the battle against Operation Friihmensch

court, politically motivated and de�igned to deprive the

en.He was 47 years old at the time of his death.

American citizen of effective representation, was presented,

Testimony on Operation Friihmenschen was presented
by former office-holders Sen.Theo Walker Mitchell, Sen.

not by the good word of the witnesses, but by government
documents, records, and memoranda, first suppressed and

Herb Fielding, Judge Tee Ferguson, and Rep. Frank

later obtained under the Freedom of Information Act and

McBride, all of South Carolina; former Judge Ira Murphy of

other legal actions.

Tennessee; and Councilman Roosevelt Bell of Alabama, and
Patricia Moore and attorney Ollie Manago, of California.

At the close of testimony, the panel, under the joint chair
manship of Mann and J.L.Chestnut, ruled that no summary

Testimony on the O SI was presented by Yoram Sheftel

statement could capture the shocking imd dramatic nature of

of Tel Aviv, Israel, who represented Demjanjuk in his death

the testimony itself.By unanimous deqision, the panel is now

Supreme Court; Dr. Hans

preparing a series of written and videottaped presentations of

Koechler, of the International Progress Organization, Vien

penalty trial before the Israeli

the proceedings that will be produced fQr international circula

na, Austria; and William Nezowy, of the American Ukraini

tion, as well as submission to every m�mber of the U.S.Con

an Political Action Council of the United States.

gress.One by one, the panelists expr�ssed their confidence,

Testimony on the LaRouche case was presented by Odin

given that the nature of the evidence they had compiled was

Anderson of Boston, who has served as Mr. LaRouche's

so compelling and so indicting, that cClmgressional oversight

attorney for over a decade; Lyndon LaRouche; Helga Zepp

hearings into the matter, as well as other governmental action,

LaRouche; and finally, wrapping up two days of startling

would soon be forthcoming."Justice t stated Mann, "must

testimony, former U.S.Attorney General Ramsey Clark.

LaRouche scores
DOJ 'hit squads'

finally be returned to the Department of Justice."

the Criminal Division, there is no jjJstice possible for
anyone, in the United States.That's me issue."
LaRouche added both the Waco and Randy Weaver
cases to the growing list of instances w�ere elements with
in the DOJ and FBI operated as a Munjier, Inc.apparatus.

In his weekly "EIR Talks " radio interview on Sept. 7,

"Randy Weaver was a victim of

that apparatus....

Lyndon LaRouche delivered a damning indictment of the

The Waco case was set up by, again, a group in the South

corrupt DOJ and FBI apparatus, branding it as the Estab

ern Jurisdiction of the Scottish Rite oflFreemasonry, with

lishment's "Murder, Inc." Asked to comment on the just

the help of the Cult Awareness Network, including agents

concluded extraordinary hearings, LaRouche said:

based from Australia.It was a complete fraud from the

"There's a group, inside the Criminal Division of the
Justice Department, centered around people like Mark
Richard and Jack Keeney, who represent the equivalent

beginning, and they set up a situation:because this group
was designated to be hit.. .
.

"And in the middle of this, Janet Reno arrives on the

of an organized-crime Murder, Inc. hit squad. They've

scene, and this bunch of con men, iconvinces her, by

gone after a number of cases that various Establishment

playing her string in some way, to eqdorse an operation

figures have wanted run, like hired hit men.
"That is-there's no direct connection, say, between

which is plainly outright murder. So, �hen those kinds of
things can go on in this country, like th� Weaver case, and

Demjanjuk and Waldheim, the operation against me and

the other cases, the obvious thing to say is not: 'What was

my friends, the operation to eliminate all leading black

the error made, case-by-case?' There yvas no honest error

politicians who are not just toadies for the FBI....But

in any of these cases; they were all �ssassination jobs.

in each case, some part of the Establishment has wanted

And what's called an error is an attempt at a coverup,

the operation run.A couple of times, Henry Kissinger has

before the Congress, and before other institutions. And

been the author of this kind of thing.And the Criminal

therefore it's important to get this 'hit squad,' this assassi

Division of the Justice Department, with certain ancillar

nation bureau, headed by thugs like Mark Richard, and

ies, runs a dirty operation, like a hit squad operation: 'Get

Jack Keeney, cleaned out of the Justice Department.And

this guy, get that guy.' And until we get that crowd out of

clean up the FBI, too, so we can have justice, and reason

the Justice Department, which so far [Attorney General]

able, trustworthy law enforcement on¢e
. again here in the
United States."

Janet Reno has been loath to cough up, particularly out of
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